Comparative sequence analysis complements experimental methods for the determination of RNA three-dimensional structure. This approach is based on the concept that different sequences within the same gene family form similar higher-order structures. The large number of rRNA sequences with sufficient variation, along with improved covariation algorithms, are providing us with the opportunity to identify new base triples in 16S rRNA. The threedimensional conformations for one of our strongest candidates involving U121 (C124:G237) and/or U121 (U125:A236) (Escherichia coli sequence and numbering) are analyzed here with different molecular modeling tools. Molecular modeling shows that U121 interacts with C124 in the U121 (C124:G237) base triple. This arrangement maintains isomorphic structures for the three most frequent sequence motifs (approximately 93% of known bacterial and archaeal sequences), is consistent with chemical reactivity of U121 in E. coli ribosomes, and is geometrically favorable. Further, the restricted set of observed canonical (GU, AU, GC) base-pair types at positions 124:237 and 125:236 is consistent with the fact that the canonical base-pair sets (for both base pairs) that are not observed in nature prevent the formation of the 121(124:237) base triple. The analysis described here serves as a general scheme for the prediction of specific secondary and tertiary structure base pairing where there is a network of correlated base changes.
INTRODUCTION
Current approaches to determine the three-dimensional structure for large RNA molecules and ribonucleoproteins include electron microscopy (see Penczek et al+, 1994) and low-angle scattering experiments (Svergun et al+, 1997) to directly investigate global structures+ Structure determination of large RNA molecules additionally is being guided by the approaches taken to determine the high-resolution structures of smaller RNA molecules+ This list includes most notably high-resolution crystal structures of several tRNAs (Kim et al+, 1973; see Basavappa & Sigler, 1991) , crystal structures of the P4-P6 domain (Cate et al+, 1996) and catalytic domain (Golden et al+, 1998) of the Tetrahymena Group I intron ribozyme, the crystal structure of the hammerhead ribozyme (Pley et al+, 1994) , the crystal structure of the loop E region of the 5S rRNA (Correll et al+, 1997) , the crystal structure of the Hepatitis Delta Virus ribozyme (Ferré-D'Amaré et al+, 1998) , and NMRderived structures for a number of synthetic RNA aptamers (see Uhlenbeck et al+, 1997) + Crystals of ribosomes and ribosomal subunits with good diffraction properties have been available for a number of years (van Bohlen et al+, 1991) , but it has been difficult, because of the size and asymmetry of the ribosome and the need to obtain isomorphic heavy atom derivatives, to determine the diffraction phasing necessary for electron-density maps and three-dimensional structural determination+ The phasing problem has been solved recently for the Haloarcula marismortui 50S ribosomal subunit (Ban et al+, 1998) leading to a 9-Å electron density map of the structure+ This should provide critical information for the organization of the whole subunit including the active site and its supporting structures when the fold of the rRNA in that structure is determined+ So far, it has been necessary to infer details of rRNA structure from constraints determined by different experiments and to incorporate this information into comprehensive models of the structure+ Chemical probing experiments to determine RNA reactivity patterns, the determination of structures of isolated rRNA regions by NMR and the determination of three-dimensional arrangement by RNA cross-linking are among the types of experiments that have been employed in this approach (see Green & Noller, 1997 )+ It is anticipated that RNA structure motifs recognized in smaller RNAs can be applied to the larger rRNA structure based on chemical reactivity and patterns of sequence variance (Brion & Westhof, 1997; Leontis & Westhof, 1998) + Base triples, a prominent tertiary structure motif, are important components in the tertiary structures of tRNAs and the group I introns+ Several years ago, Gautheret et al+ (1995) presented improvements in the prediction of base triples with comparative sequence analysis+ This algorithm identifies the best covariations between all unpaired nucleotides and known base pairs+ We have used this method to predict several base triples in 16S and 23S rRNA (Gutell, 1996 ; R+R+ Gutell, unpubl+ data)+ Here we present one of the best base triple candidates in 16S rRNA involving nt 121 and bp 124:237 and/or 125:236 (Escherichia coli numbering)+ Chemical probing data and molecular modeling are used to help ascertain which of the proposed base-triple interactions occurs in the RNA, and the conformation of these interactions+
RESULTS

Identification of base-triple candidates by comparative sequence analysis
The 122-128/233-239 16S rRNA helix first was proposed with comparative analysis based on the small number of sequences available in 1980 (Woese et al+, 1980) + (We will refer to this interaction as helix 122 here)+ With a significant increase in the number of 16S rRNA sequences and the development of more powerful covariation algorithms (Gutell et al+, 1992; Maidak et al+, 1999 ; R+R+ Gutell, S+ Subrashchandran, M+ Schnare, Y+ Du, N+ Lin, L+ Madabusi, K+ Muller, N+ Pande, N+ Yu, Z+ Shang, S+ Date, D+ Konings, V+ Schweiker, B+ Weiser, & J+ Cannone, in prep+), all of the positions within the 122-128/233-239 helix have their strongest statistically significant covariation with their previously predicted base-pair partner, except for the 125:236 base pair, where position 125 is nearly always a U in approximately 5,000 prokaryotic sequences, and position 236 is G in 75% and A in 25% of the sequences, (forming UG and UA base pairs)+ With a smaller set of rRNA sequences, our earlier analysis revealed several strong base-triple candidates in 16S and 23S rRNA (Gutell, 1996) , including 1072(1092:1099) in 23S rRNA, and 121(124:237)/ (125:236) in 16S rRNA+ Recently the putative 23S rRNA base triple [1072(1092:1099) ] has been substantiated with experimental methods (Conn et al+, 1998 (Conn et al+, , 1999 )+ We have repeated this base-triple analysis utilizing the same methods, but applied them to a larger prokaryotic 16S rRNA alignment (Maidak et al+, 1999 )+ Several strong candidates have been identified, including 595(596:644) and our previous 121(124:237)/(125:236) base triple+ There is a mutual best covariation between the unpaired position 595 and the base pair 596:644 with all three algorithms used to evaluate the significance of sequence covariations-chi square, pseudophylogenetic event counting (ec), and covary methods (see Materials and Methods)+ The phylogenetic distribution reveals that alternate versions of the triplets have evolved independently several times, thus increasing the likelihood that this comparatively inferred base triple is real+ Nuclear magnetic resonance analysis of this region of the 16S rRNA (Kalurachchi & Nikonowicz, 1998) The nucleotide at position 121 determines the base pairs and their arrangement at 124:237 and 125:236+ Note that position 121 is a pyrimidine in 98% of the prokaryotic 16S rRNA sequences, with C occurring in 76% of these sequences, U in 22%, and G and A each with 1% (Table 1A )+ When position 121 is a C, then 124:237 is a GC pair in 98% of the sequences, and 125:236 is a UG in 97% of the sequences (Table 1B) + When position 121 is a U, then 124:237 is an AU (45%), CG (30%), UA (15%), or GC (9%), and 125:236 is a UA (94%), or UG (5%)+ Taken all together, four sequence motifs occur for these sequences (Table 2) : when position 121 is a C, the 124:237 and 125:236 base pairs are predominantly GC/UG (76%, motif A), and when 121 is a U, then the 124:237 and 125:236 base pairs are predominantly AU/UA (10%, motif B), followed by CG/UA (7%, motif C) or UA/UA (3%, motif D)+ Comparative analysis should reveal, in addition to the nucleotide frequencies for the positions of interest, an approximate number of events or times that the nucleotides have changed coordinately during the evolution of these rRNAs (Gutell et al+ 1986 )+ These "phylogenetic events" are a gauge for the authenticity of every base-pair and base-triple interaction predicted with comparative methods+ Our confidence for each proposed interaction is proportional to the number of times a mutual change (covariation) occurs in the phylogenetic tree+
The four most frequent sequence combinations at positions 121(124:237)/(125:236) were mapped onto the RDP's prokaryotic phylogenetic tree (Maidak et al+ 1999) , providing us with the number of occurrences for each motif in each phylogenetic group (Table 3) + For this analysis, we mapped the sequence sets onto a reduced phylogenetic tree that only contained the primary branches in the Archaea (i+e+, Crenarchaeota, Euryarchaeota) and the (eu)Bacteria (e+g+, Cyanobacteria, Spirochetes, and Proteobacteria)+ The Purple Bacteria (Proteobacteria) and Gram Positive branches were expanded an additional level (i+e+, Alpha subdivision)+ There are a few key observations from this analysis+ First, the most frequent motif-(A), c/gc/ug (at 76%)-occurs in all but two of the major prokaryotic phylogenetic groups+ Second, the second most abundant motif-(B), u/au/ua (at 10%)-occurs in the two remaining major phylo- 
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A Motif Name The distribution for the penta-sequence 121/124:237/125:236 is subdivided by phylogenetic group+ The four most abundant pentasequences are shown where A ϭ c/gc/ug; B ϭ u/au/ua; C ϭ u/cg/ua; D ϭ u/ua/ua+ genetic groups+ Third, motifs C and D do not occur exclusively in any of these primary phylogenetic groups; instead they occur in two groups (Bacteria-Planctomyces and Bacteria-Purple Bacteria-Gamma subdivision) that have other motifs (A and B and A, B, and C)+ Fourth, 23 of the phylogenetic groups have only one motif, six phylogenetic groups have two motifs, one group (Bacteria-Planctomyces and relatives) has three motifs, and one group (Bacteria-Purple Bacteria-Gamma subdivision) has all four motifs+ Last, the number of phylogenetic events (times that each of these motifs evolved) is estimated at approximately 10+ Here we assume that the most abundant motif-(A), c/gc/ugis primordial, and thus any motif other than this one has evolved [events have occurred in the BacteriaCyanobacteria and Chloroplasts, Bacteria-Fibrobacter, Bacteria-Flexibacter, Bacteria-Gram Positive-Phylum Mycoplasma, Bacteria-Green Sulfur Bacteria, etc+ (see Table 3 )]+ Thus there are 13 such events+ However, because some of the primary phylogenetic groups are not necessarily monophyletic sister groups and the actual number of unrelated groups is subject to disagreement, we estimate the number of phylogenetic changes at these five positions to be no less than five and approximately 10+
The RDP Prokaryotic/Chloroplast 16S rRNA alignment was then analyzed to determine the most frequently occurring nucleotide sequences in the (122-129){(232-239) helix for motifs A, B, and C (Fig+ 1)+ The most frequently occurring sequence for each motif was then used for the molecular modeling experiments+ In addition, the E. coli sequence (which contains motif C sequence at the base triple) was also used for modeling experiments, as chemical reactivity data was available for it+
Isomorphism and molecular modeling in different sequence motifs
Molecular models for the helix 122 region were constructed using the constraint-satisfaction program MC-SYM that constructs models using nucleotide units with geometries extracted from known structures (Major et al+, 1991 Gautheret et al+, 1993 )+ This was done to determine which base-triple interactions could be incorporated into molecular models of the region+ In the first exercise, the three most frequent sequence motifs, A, B, and C, as well as the sequence of E. coli (Fig+ 1) were used for modeling+ MC-SYM scripts to generate models for the sequences shown in Figure 1 , A-D, were written with three assumptions+ First, all of the base pairs in helix 122 contain normal Watson-Crick or wobble base pairs+ Second, the base triples for all the motifs should be isomorphic+ Third, the uridine at position 121 in E. coli has chemical reactivity (Moazed et al+, 1986; P+ Wollenzien, unpubl+) , indicating that the N3 position of U 121 is not used in the hydrogen bonding in the E. coli sequence+ The ISOPAIR program (Gautheret & Gutell, 1997 ) was used first to determine which conformations would produce isomorphic base triples for the sequences in motifs A, B, C, and E. coli (Table 4 )+ All four of the nucleotides in the base pairs 124:237 and 125:236 were considered as possible hydrogen bonding partners for 121 in the ISOPAIR analysis+
The ISOPAIR analysis for a triple occurring between nt 121 and the bp 124:237 revealed that all predicted triples for these nucleotides would occur in the major groove by means of a hydrogen bond between nt 121 and 124+ Triples with a hydrogen bond between nt 121 and 237 were eliminated because they would have involved use of the N3 position of nt 121+ For motif A, the two isomorphic hydrogen-bonding patterns that were predicted were C-121-N4 to G-124-N7 and C-121-N4 to G-124-O6+ The first hydrogen-bonding pattern has the highest degree of isomorphism to the other motifs+ For motifs B and C, the hydrogen-bonding patterns, which are isomorphic to the C-121-N4 to G-124-N7 pattern, are, respectively U-121-O4 to A-124-N6 and U-121-O4 to C-124-N4+
The ISOPAIR analysis for a triple occurring between nt 121 and the bp 125:236 revealed that all predicted triples for these nucleotides would occur in the major groove via a hydrogen bond between 121 and 236+ Some isomorphic triples were eliminated because they would have involved use of the N3 position of nt 121 in E. coli, including one predicted triple between 121 and 125+ For motif A, one hydrogen-bonding pattern was predicted for an interaction between 121 and 236: C-121-N4 to G-236-N7+ For motifs B and C, the hydrogen-bonding pattern, which is isomorphic to the C-121-N4 to G-236-N7 pattern, is U-121-O4 to A-236-N6+
Even though ISOPAIR only predicted triples occurring between positions 121 and 124 or 121 and 236, additional MC-SYM scripts were written to attempt to create triples utilizing a hydrogen bond between 121-125 or 121-237+ Models were generated for a triple formed by a hydrogen bond between 121 and 125 for motif A, but isomorphic triples for the other motifs could not be identified+ It was not possible to generate models for a triple formed by a hydrogen bond between 121 and 237+ Additionally, even though no isomorphic base triples were predicted to occur in the minor groove, MC-SYM scripts were written to attempt to generate a hydrogen bond between 121 and each of the 4 nt in their minor groove+ Even large amounts of conformational freedom were not sufficient to allow models to be generated in which the hydrogen bond forming the base triple occurred in the minor groove+ Therefore, the only models to be considered were those that contained a base triple formed by a hydrogen bond between 121 and 124 (C-121-N4 to G-124-N7 for motif A) or 121 and 236 (C-121-N4 to G-236-N7 for motif A)+ The models from MC-SYM that were most consistent with A-form RNA geometry were then subjected to energy minimization+ Only the model that utilized a hydrogen bond between 121 and 124 (Fig+ 2A) could be minimized to acceptable O39-P bond lengths The sequence for E. coli (Brosius et al+, 1981) , the second most common pattern for motif C+ E-H contain "hybrid" sequences designed to examine the cause of the strong neighbor effect between the adjacent base pairs 124:237 and 125:236+ E: Sequence motif A with the 125:236 ϭ U:G base pair substituted with G:C+ F: Sequence motif A with substitution of 125:236 ϭ A:U+ G: Sequence motif A with the 124:235 ϭ G:C base pair substituted with C:G+ H: Sequence motif A with the 124:235 base pair substituted with U:A+ and hydrogen-bond lengths (Saenger, 1984)+ The model containing a base triple formed by a hydrogen bond between 121 and 236 could not be minimized to an acceptable hydrogen bond length between 121 and 236 and maintain an acceptable O39-P bond length between 121 and 122 (Fig+ 2B)+ This analysis was repeated with the same results for all motifs+ The models for all motifs for helix 122 using this base triple were superimposed using the backbone and ribose atoms for alignment (Fig+ 3)+ The root mean square (RMS) deviations between models are listed in Table 5+ ISOPAIR was used to analyze the possibility of isogeometric triples in helix 122 for all motifs, A-H, shown in Table 2+ Isomorphic triples for all of the motifs except motif D could be found+ The conformations shown in Figure 2 were predicted for either comparison of the ABC or ABCEFGH motifs+ Motif E was modeled as an example of one of the less frequent motifs+ An isomorphic structure for the region utilizing a hydrogen bond between 121 and 124 was obtained and the structure containing it could be refined by energy minimization (data not shown)+ Comparison of the structure for motif E versus motif A indicates a close similarity in the structure of the base triple, but a higher degree of differences in the overall structure (Table 5) +
Sequence bias at the base pair adjacent to the base triple interaction
The strong correlation between the sequences at 124:237 and 125:236 was investigated to determine if Note that a suitable hydrogen-bond length cannot be attained in the model containing the 121(125:236) triple+ The measurements indicated in both panels are between the hydrogen of the hydrogen-bond donor and the heavy atom hydrogen-bond acceptor+ Distances between heavy atoms in both panels also indicate an acceptable hydrogenbond distance (Saenger, 1984) in the structure of A but not in B+ FIGURE 3. Superposition of the models for the proposed helix 122 with the base triple 121(125:236)+ A: Superposition of models of helix 122 for motifs A (red), B (green), C (blue), and E. coli (yellow)+ Alignment was done using the backbone and ribose atoms+ The atoms are shown only for motif A; the backbones are shown for all four models+ B: Superposition of the base triple for motifs A, B, C, and E. coli+ The geometry for the triple of the C (blue) and E. coli motifs are nearly identical and share the same molecular structure in this figure+ See Table 5 for RMS deviation of the models from one another+ there was a geometrical connection between the bias and the occurrence of the base triple at 121(124:237)+ When 121 is a C and 124:237 are GC, there are no occurrences of GC or AU in prokaryotes at the base pair 125:236+ Hybrid sequences 1 and 2 were created to investigate this bias+ In these hybrids, the only change made to the most common sequence for motif A was the substitution of GC for UG at base pair 125:236 (Fig+ 1E) and the substitution of AU for UG at base pair 125:236 (Fig+ 1F)+ For hybrid 1 and 2 sequences, models could not be generated for base triples incorporating a hydrogen bond between nt 121 and 124 (results not shown)+ Certain base-pair types are also absent at the 124:237 positions+ When 121 is a C and 125:236 are UG, there are no CG or UA base pairs at 124:237+ To investigate this bias, additional hybrid models, hybrid 3 and hybrid 4 were created+ Hybrid 3 (Fig+ 1G) is the most common sequence for motif A with base pair 124:237 changed from GC to CG+ Hybrid 4 (Fig+ 1H) contains a UA base pair at base 124:237+ When these hybrid sequences were modeled, it was possible to generate models for a base triple incorporating a hydrogen bond between nt 121 and 124 (Fig+ 4)+ However, these models could not be minimized to acceptable O39-P and hydrogen-bond lengths (Saenger, 1984)+ Specifically, the O39-P bond length between nt 121 and 122 was incompatible with an acceptable bond length for the hydrogen bond between 121 and 124 to form the base triple+ Thus, the strong-neighbor effect occurring between base pairs 124:237 and 125:236 can be explained by the requirement for a geometric arrangement needed to allow the formation of the triple at 121(124:237)+
DISCUSSION
Base triples are inherently more difficult to predict than base pairs (see Gautheret et al+, 1995) + Although the majority of the secondary structure base pairs are conserved in all members of a given RNA type (e+g+, tRNA), this is not the situation for base triples+ Several base triples in tRNA and group I introns Michel & Westhof, 1990) are present in only a subset of their structures (e+g+, in the type-2 tRNAs, or in the C1-2 subgroup of group I introns)+ Second, although similar (base pairing) conformations are only maintained with positional covariations, similar conformations in base triples can be maintained with single, unmatched positional variation (Klug et al+, 1974 )+ The 121(124:237)/(125:236) putative base triple was identified by three comparative sequence analysis approaches+ The identification of the base-triple interaction within this sequence was investigated further with ISOPAIR, MC-SYM, and energy minimization to determine the potential for having isomorphic structures and to determine the possibility of forming molecular models+ In the present case, it was possible to take advantage of chemical reactivity data that was relevant to the conformations of U121, as U121 was reactive with CMCT (Moazed et al+, 1986 )+ The MC-SYM exercises resulted in models in which U121 was hydrogen bonded with either C124 or A236+ However, MC-SYM models typically need to be constructed initially with long O39-P bond lengths, and when energy minimization was performed to determine which models could be refined to acceptable bond lengths, the model with a U121-to-A124 hydrogen bond was the only one in which that could be done+
The interaction that is predicted here involves an extra hydrogen bond between 16S rRNA nt 121 and 124 in the major groove of the helical region+ This is a different type of interaction than the recent examples of same-strand near-neighbor interactions in the group I ribozyme (Cate et al+, 1996) and in hepatitis delta virus ribozyme (Ferré-D'Amaré et al+, 1998) that occur in the minor groove of the helix+ However, the base triple interaction in the 16S rRNA at 595(596:644) has been shown to occur in the major groove (Kalurachchi & Nikonowicz, 1998) with the hydrogen bond occurring between nt 595 and 596+ There are also several examples in tRNA structures of base triple interactions that involve major groove interactions+ Furthermore, we are confident that the predictive modeling program MC-SYM has the capability of constructing minor groove interactions, because another base triple in 16S rRNA between nt 494(440:497) is predicted to contain its extra interaction in the minor groove+ Thus, in spite of the notoriety of the narrowness of the RNA major groove in regular helices, there is no clear rule about which groove is used in these types of interactions+ and C124 in hybrid 3+ The distance between the hydrogen of N4 (C121) and the O2 (C124) exceeds the maximum acceptable length of 2+17 Å+ B: Model for the base triple utilizing a hydrogen bond between C121 and U124 in hybrid 4+ The distance between the O4 (U124) and the hydrogen of N4 (C121) exceeds the maximum acceptable length of 2+17 Å+ Hydrogen-bond distances measured between heavy atoms also indicate unacceptably long distances in both cases (Saenger, 1984)+ By modeling "hybrid" sequences that utilized these nonoccurring base pairings, we demonstrated that a base triple in which nt 121 is hydrogen bonded to 124 is consistent with the coordinated set of base pairings at 124:237 and 125:236+ We conclude that specific base pairings at 124:237 (e+g+, CG and UA when 121 is U) and 125:236 (e+g+, CG and AU when 121 is U or C) were not allowed due to structural constraints at 121(124:237)+ The neighbor effect has been widely observed in tRNAs (Gautheret et al+ 1995) , in Group I introns (Michel & Westhof, 1990), and in 16S and 23S rRNA (R+ Gutell, unpubl+ data) ; the work presented here is a demonstration that it is based at least partly on structural constraints+
Finally, by modeling the (122-129){(232-239) helix with MC-SYM, we demonstrated that the conformations chosen for the triple 121(124:237) in molecules containing the A, B, and C sequence motifs are part of models for the entire helical region that are isomorphic in spite of divergent sequences at many positions+ There are two types of exception to this conclusion that occur with the region containing the minor sequence motifs+ The first is that we have not been able to determine isomorphic structures for motif D (U(UA/UA)) that occurs in 3% of the sequences+ Furthermore the sequence motifs E-H that occur in approximately 1% of our prokaryotic data set can be modeled into basetriple geometries isomorphic with the major motifs A, B, and C+ However, the formation of these base triples requires some distortion in the positions of the riboses and bases compared to the normal type-A geometry+ The exceptions in motifs D-H occur in a small fraction (approximately 7% total) of the total number of sequences+ Thus the idea of strict isomorphism at this region extends to about 93% of the prokaryotic 16S rRNA data set+
In the absence of a base triple in this region, nt 121 would most likely be stacked on nt 122 because of the favorable stacking interactions+ However the presence of the base triple involving 121 causes a repositioning and redirection of the phosphate backbone in the region of 121+ This may affect the interaction that helix 122 has with adjacent helix (240-242)/(284-286) as well as the trajectory of the single-stranded region 116-121 in the ribosomal subunit+
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Comparative base-triple analysis
Two comparative methods (Gautheret et al+, 1995) that identify base triples were used to search for covariations between the known secondary-structure base pairs and the unpaired positions+ Method one (chi) calculates the expected and observed frequencies of base triples and their chi-square values for all possible base pair and unpaired nucleotide combinations+ The base triple candidates with the highest chisquared values are considered possible+ Method two (ec and sec) calculates values for the number of pseudophylogenetic events+ Because the sequences in our alignments are arranged in phylogenetic order, the sequences that are most closely related are adjacent to one another+ The number of coordinated base changes that have occurred throughout the evolution of the RNA under study can be approximated by counting the number of mutual events (or simultaneous changes) in the two (or three) columns (positions) in the alignment+ This number is divided by the total number of changes that have occurred at the positions under study+ Thus the maximum score of 1 denotes that all of the positional changes are involved in mutual events, while a score of 0+5 signifies that only half of the changes are associated with a mutual event+
More recently a third base-triple covariation algorithm called "covary" has been established (R+ Gutell, J+ Cannone, V+ Schweitzer, unpubl+ program; Gutell et al+, in prep+)+ This newest method sums the frequencies of those triples that covary from the most frequent triplet (counting the most frequent triplet)+ We only consider those triplets where the percentage of pure covariation (covariation without exceptions) from the most frequent triplet is greater than 35% of those triplets that vary from the most frequent triplet; we filter out those triplets with less than 35% covariation+ For example, for the (124:237)121 base triple, (GC)C ϭ 74%, (AU)U ϭ 10%, (CG)U ϭ 7%, (UA)U ϭ 3%, (GC)U ϭ 2%, other ϭ 4%+ Here the total covariation value ϭ +84, as the only pure triplet covariations are (GC)C and (AU)U, and the filter value is 38% (10/26, where 10 ϭ %(AU)U, 26 ϭ %((AU)U ϩ (CG)U ϩ (UA)U ϩ (GC)U) ϩ others)+ The base pair that covaries best with the unpaired position 121 is 124:237 with the covary score +84, and the unpaired position that covaries best with the 124:237 base pair is 121, with the same +84 covary score+ This method will be formally presented elsewhere ( R+R+ Gutell, S+ Subrashchandran, M+ Schnare, Y+ Du, N+ Lin, L+ Madabusi, K+ Muller, N+ Pande, N+ Yu, Z+ Shang, S+ Date, D+ Konings, V+ Schweiker, B+ Weiser, & J+ Cannone, in prep)+ For all of these methods, putative base triples are considered possible when the covariation between the base pair and the unpaired nucleotide is mutual (e+g+, base pair X covaries best with unpaired nucleotide Y, and Y covaries best with X )+ These base-triple "mutual best" covariations are then evaluated for other considerations, including weaker covariations among the base pairs in the vicinity of the base-triple base pair [neighbor effect, see Gautheret et al+, (1995) ], the number of times the covariation occurred in the evolution of the rRNAs, the statistical significance of the triple covariations, and the exceptions (single and double variations)+ A putative base triple with a mutual best covariation is considered more probable when there are neighbor effects flanking the base pair (of the base triple), and when the base triple candidate is identified as mutual best with all methods-ec (phylogenetic events), chi (statistical methods), and covary (logical method)+ The putative base triples U121(C124-G237) and/or U121(U125-A236) are the highest-scoring triplet covariations with these three methods+ ISOPAIR ISOPAIR (Gautheret & Gutell, 1997) was used to determine the hydrogen-bonding patterns that would produce isomor-phic base triples across the major motifs and the E. coli sequence+ Additionally, in preparation for molecular modeling of helix 122 for all the motifs and the E. coli sequence, the RDP Prokaryotic/Chloroplast 16S rRNA alignment was then searched for the most frequently occurring pattern of nucleotides in helix 122 for motifs A, B, and C+
Molecular modeling
MC-SYM 1+3 scripts (Major et al+, 1991) were written to determine which of the base-paired nucleotides (124-237 or 125-236) were capable of forming a hydrogen bond to the single-stranded nt 121+ In all MC-SYM scripts, standard global constraints contained in the sample scripts for the program were used to minimize van der Waals' overlaps in the generated models and all scripts were written to generate models that were as close to A-form RNA as possible+ Because the formation of the base triple requires an exceptional geometry for nt 121, the O39-P bonding distances between adjacent nucleotides needed to be initially set at 6+5 Å to allow for searching of conformational space that would result in the formation of models+ This is reasonably consistent with the default value of 6 Å used in the ADJACENCY section of the MC-SYM program (http://www+iro+umontreal+ ca/;major/ HTML/mcsym+ug+html)+ This is well beyond the normal maximum of 1+62 Å for this bond; however, all the O39-P bond lengths in the models are easily adjusted to the optimal length of 1+58-1+62 Å by energy minimization+ For helix 122, very few models (and thus very few conformations) were generated by MC-SYM for each script and therefore clustering of models into families was not required+
Energy minimization
All structures considered isomorphic by the ISOPAIR analysis at the base triple were minimized using Insight II (Molecular Simulations, Inc+)+ Global constraints were used in the MC-SYM scripts, so van der Waals' overlaps were minimal and the main deviation of the structures generated by MC-SYM from acceptable nucleotide geometries was the O39-P distances between adjacent nucleotides+ Ninety rounds of steepest-descent minimization followed by ten steps of conjugate gradient minimization using the AMBER force field were used+ The geometry of the helical regions of the minimized structures (bp 122:239-127:234) were determined by measuring the RMS deviation of the structures from an ideal type-A RNA helix of the same sequence and the geometry of nt 121 was determined by measuring its dihedral angles and bond lengths+
